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vmware data recovery might fail when you try to recover a virtual machine from a psc
vsphere storage profile. the error message displays as follows: the operation could not
be completed. an unknown error has occurred. the message body follows: vmware data

recovery might fail when you try to recover a virtual machine from a vcenter server
appliance backup. the error message displays as follows: the operation could not be
completed. an unknown error has occurred. the message body follows: vmware data

recovery might fail when you try to recover a virtual machine from a physical machine
backup. the error message displays as follows: the operation could not be completed. an

unknown error has occurred. the message body follows: vmware data recovery might
fail when you try to recover a virtual machine from an image-based backup. the error
message displays as follows: the operation could not be completed. an unknown error

has occurred. the message body follows: vmware data recovery might fail when you try
to recover a virtual machine from an external platform services controller backup. the
error message displays as follows: the operation could not be completed. an unknown
error has occurred. the message body follows: vmware data recovery might fail when

you try to recover a virtual machine from an esxi backup. the error message displays as
follows: the operation could not be completed. an unknown error has occurred. the
message body follows: vmware data recovery might fail when you try to recover a

virtual machine from a non-vmware backup. the error message displays as follows: the
operation could not be completed. an unknown error has occurred. the message body

follows:
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We use a custom data file format for the files that contain the host information. If the
fields in your data file do not match the order in the list above, then some of the data

you provide might be lost. The fields are displayed in the following order: If you export a
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file from the VM>Host Tasks list to a file in a format that differs from the one displayed
above, the order of the fields will not match and some of the data you provide might be

lost. Failed to provide or verify the unique string provided. Error code: 0x000000A3
Please make sure that a unique string is configured in Windows during the database

server backup process. Or if a backup is already created, verify that it is configured as a
unique string. For more information, see the table below. When you create or edit a
storage policy, containing I/O filter common rules, and while checking for storage
compatibility, you might observe Datastore does not Match current VM policyor

Datastore does not satisfy compatibility since it does not support one or more required
properties messages. Some of the datastores that you expect to be compatible might
appear in the incompatible list when you are checking for storage compatibility. This

might also happen when you provision a virtual machine with a storage policy,
containing I/O filter rules. Datastore does not match current VM profile If you create a
new VM using the Create Virtual Machine Wizard , and the Datastore is automatically

selected, the Datastore appears as a datastore option in the dialog box for selecting the
Virtual Machine Configuration. By default, the datastore is selected as the default profile

of a virtual machine, and the default profile is defined as the storage policy for that
virtual machine. The datastore defined as the default profile also is associated with the

storage policy. 5ec8ef588b
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